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Carve the perfect Halloween masterpiece! Whether you're a first-time pumpkin carver or an experienced pro, create the best jacko-lantern on the block with this handy guide. Impress those trick-or-treaters with clever, easy-to-carve pumpkin ideas. Easy
Pumpkin Carving offers tips and tricks for fang-tastic pumpkin carving with techniques that go way beyond traditional methods.
Create luminary pumpkins and etched pumpkins, combine multiple pumpkins in creative ways, or embellish pumpkins without
even touching a knife. With inspirational color photos and a dozen ready-to-use pumpkin carving patterns, you're sure to have a
spooktacular Halloween with this book.
Learn to carve 7 simple comfort animals in one sitting! From hedgehogs and penguins to turtles and owls, this helpful booklet will
show you how to carve stylized animals with very few tools, making these carving projects ideal for beginners who are new to the
craft. With clear, step-by-step instructions, coordinating photography, and ready-to-use patterns, Carving Comfort Animals is the
perfect place to start and practice woodcarving. Also included are sanding, painting, and finishing tips, complete materials and
tools lists, and helpful tricks to accomplish each project.
When first invited to give talks and demonstrations on carving techniques to school children, Howard K. Suzuki quickly found out
that wood was not the most suitable medium. It took too long to show much progress in the limited time available. He decided to
use bars of soap to demonstrate basic techniques on carving and sculpturing. Soap is an inexpensive and very desirable carving
medium. Soon demonstrations developed into hands-on experiences for his students. In this book, Dr. Suzuki describes and
illustrates with color photographs how to make safe and simple wooden carving tools. He demonstrates basic soap-carving
techniques using several stepwise how-to examples, from a simple heart to a more complex turtle. Dr. Suzuki integrates art and
science into his instructions and combines them to produce a super learning experience for children (of all ages) who do learn to
carve through his methods.
A delightfully Danish guide to whittling for the home, crammed with projects for all ages and abilities. Our interest in the simple but
satisfying art of whittling has never been higher. Our Danish-inspired book on whittling (snitte in Danish) has a range of wonderful
simple whittling projects for the home. The beautiful Scandinavian projects range from simple wooden toys for children, including a
bird whistle, ring catcher, animal figures and a wooden sword to practical items like door hooks, butter knives and then to
decorative pieces such as a wooden necklace, buttons, delicate carved flowers and a chess set. All the projects are amazingly
simple, and with the visual step-by-step technique section at the front of the book, even a beginner could take on these projects.
The art of whittling has never been more accessible and these beautiful but simple projects capture the spirit of the Scandinavian
love of craft and nature. Author and Danish craftsman Frank Egholm shares not only his considerable knowledge but also his
passion for simple wooden carving.
Making tedious wood carving techniques more approachable, Carving Small Characters in Wood offers simple methods in a
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smaller format to carve compact caricatures with personality. With step-by-step directions and photography, you’ll be able to learn
and appreciate this form of miniature character wood carving. Starting off with basic lessons on carving the body and face then
progressing into greater challenges like creating ears, hairstyles, and grimaces, author and renowned caricature woodcarver Jack
Price is the leading voice to learn from on how to carve small statuettes! A well-respected carver, Price is also the author of the
popular books Carving Compact Characters and 50 Character Patterns for Woodcarvers. Beginning his career in 1975, he has
been specializing in compact figures since 1978, with most of his work ranging from 2-3 inches in height.
Learn the fast and simple way to whittle in this fun introduction to woodcarving. Discover how to whittle in less time while you have
more fun! One of the joys of whittling with a pocketknife is that you can do it just about anywhere. You don’t need any fancy
equipment, and you don’t even need much spare time. Author Tom Hindes demonstrates his easy-to-learn, quick-cut method for
whittling expressive little figures from wood in just 20 minutes or less. With his friendly instructions and step-by-step photos, you’ll
learn to carve an endless array of charming wizards, gnomes, gargoyles, ornaments, dogs, leprechauns, and more. These supershort whittling projects are perfect for learning basic woodcarving skills. They also make wonderful little gifts for random acts of
kindness. Leave one along with your tip at the local restaurant, or give one to your favorite cashier. Children especially enjoy
receiving them as souvenirs.
In this wonderful resource for both novice and veteran carvers, two masters of the craft present detailed instructions and
illustrations on how to confidently carve animals, flowers, figures, and more.
Nationally recognized artist and pyrographer Lora S. Irish makes woodburning easy by walking you through all the basics of
materials, tools, and techniques. Six skill-building projects provide step-by-step exercises in using temperature, time, layering, and
texturing to create artistic tonal values.
Learn to carve a traditional mallard drake decoy from start to finish with this easy-to-follow guide. It includes patterns and paint swatches, and
covers everything from wood choice and knife cuts to painting and weighting. Perfect for the beginning carver.
Do you find yourself drawn to wooden art carved with knives and wishing that you can create all the amazing projects you see each day? Do
you want a step by step guide on how to get started with whittling to carve out awesome projects in no time? If so, then read on… Have you
ever picked up a piece of wood and had that sudden moment where it is as though your mind opened up and you had a rush of inspiration on
how to turn that wooden piece into something beautiful? If you have had these feelings, or you are simply interested in wood carving but do
not know where to start, there’s good news for you. Wood carving can sometimes seem overwhelming. With all the hardware required,
maneuvering of wood and high skills deployed to create amazing artworks out of wood, it can sometimes look like a too daunting task for you
to approach. But what if there was a way for you to satisfy your desire to create stunning pieces out of wood without having to go through the
long and tedious process of cutting, drilling holes, and fighting with heavy machinery? The way around this would be to get started with
whittling. Although not as elaborate as full-blown wood carving, whittling is a process of creating amazing artworks and utilities out of wood,
with the aid of smaller tools that are easily obtainable. This implies that with some patience, attention to detail, a whittling knife, and some
time, you will be able to create simple woodwork that is both beautiful and useful to you. This book throws more light into the subject of wood
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whittling. As an ancient practice dating back to a very long time ago, whittling has evolved, and there is so much more that you can achieve
with just your whittling knife and all the factors that have been mentioned above. Within the pages of this book you will; 1. Gain a better
understanding of what whittling is all about and how it evolved. 2. Understand the therapeutic benefits of engaging in the art of whittling. 3. Be
familiar with the tools you need to have a successful whittling project and how these tools are handled for the best results. 4. Gain insider
secrets on the tips and tricks of executing successful whittling projects. 5. Be exposed to 20 whittling ideas that will help bring out your artistic
and creative side to life. 6. Be privy to some of the most frequently asked whittling questions that will provide you with a deeper insight and
further guidance into the art of wood carving with knives. …And a whole lot more! This book offers a crash course for beginners into the art of
whittling. Even if you had no idea of the craft, by the time you are done with the knowledge within these pages, you should be up and ready to
complete your first whittling project. It is not that difficult to create all those amazing woodwork you have wanted to create all this while with
knives. With the knowledge hidden in this book, you are well covered. To access the wealth of knowledge in this book, simply get your copy
RIGH NOW
How to whittle contains 25 beautiful and original designs to carve by hand. Featuring a range of projects from finely polished butter paddles
and lovespoons to a custom-made coatrack, this book also provides advice on selecting the best wood for your projects together with details
of a range of finishes that will take the items from rustic objects to stunning showpieces.
This approachable method of carving is the perfect starting point for beginners to fall in love with woodcarving, or for experienced carvers to
try something new! Featuring 15 wood animal projects that focus on the flat-plane style of woodcarving, each design has little to no rounded
edges and can be accomplished in just one day. From rabbits, ravens, and mountain goats to polar bears, sheep, reindeer, and more, learn
the super simple Scandinavian flat-plane techniques, further your skills, and discover a new favorite carving method! Author James Miller is
an award-winning Scandinavian carver and a contributor to the acclaimed Woodcarving Illustrated magazine.
You can whittle just about anything—the only limit is your imagination. It’s so easy to get started in this relaxing and rewarding hobby. All you
need is a knife, a twig, and this book! We’ve assembled a team of 12 leading woodcarvers to bring you a complete starter guide to whittling.
They present 24 easy whittling projects for beginners that you can make in just a weekend, complete with step-by-step instructions, how-to
photographs, ready-to-carve patterns, and helpful tips. Start off with fast and fun projects that build confidence and teach fundamental carving
techniques, like a simple flying propeller or a 5-minute owl. Then move on to create whittled wonders like a musical frog or a slingshot. We
show you how to whittle complex designs in easy steps, so that you’ll soon be carving attention-getting favorites like chain links or the classic
ball-in-a-cage.
In clear, straightforward language, Sayers carefully guides the reader through the fundamentals—what tools and materials to use and how to
use them. Still the finest book for the beginning student in wood sculpture.
Follow along as Harold Enlow, one of America's foremost caricature carvers, teaches you how to carve faces with life and expression. Enlow
shares his woodcarving tips and techniques that make his carvings stand out in this information-packed book. You'll learn to carve a female
face, a cowboy face, a Native American face, a Santa face, and more. Best of all, you'll discover Enlow's secret to success: learning how to
render highly detailed eyes, lips, nose, hair, and ears before moving on to carving a complete face. Each project is done in small steps that
guarantee success. For anyone who wants to learn to carve faces that stand out in a crowd, this is a must-have addition to your woodcarving
library.
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Presents thirty-six woodcarving projects, ranging in difficulty from beginner's carvings to advanced woodcuts for printing, and includes such
carving crafts as a pan flute, napkin holders, and holiday ornaments.

? Are you a parent looking for ways to engage with your kids, bond with them, and have fun? ? Are you looking for ways
to help turn off the smart phones, tablets, and television and still have your kids and teens occupied with a fun activity? In
an ever-changing society, there aren't a whole lot of activities that are geared towards children, teens, and parents.
Marketing strategies have become so specific that they target the exact age ranges. Fortunately, if you take a step back
from "modern" society, you can get involved in some age-old crafts and practical skills that are fun for the whole family!
Wood carving and whittling are two such crafts. Not only are there projects that range in difficulty for different skill and
age groups, but there are some projects that can be completed by two people, giving you a chance to interact and bond
with your children face to face. Without the input of noise and visual stimulation from screen entertainment, you and your
children can talk to each other and create something together. Wood carving and whittling are detail-oriented crafts, so it
is best to unplug completely, removing distractions like phones and screened devices while participating. It is a good
excuse for you and your children to step back and develop a different set of skills. By utilizing this book, you'll learn why
wood carving and whittling are important skills. You will be taught basic techniques and be introduced to the proper tools
and materials for these crafts. Additionally, you'll have several beginner projects with step by step instructions to get
started on with your children. This is a great place to start you and your children's digital detox and bonding activities! I've
included photographs of realistic beginner projects, and I'll explain the processes and standard operating procedures
associated with them. Below are the topics you would find inside: ? Introduction to Whittling ? Tools ? Process and
Techniques ( 1 Project) ? Step By Step Beginner Projects ( 30 Projects) ? Conclusion and Free Online Resources In the
last chapter, I've provided a link to free online resources for planning your next projects. ?Cheers, and let's start the
exciting journey!?
Classic and innovative hands-on projects for kids ages 3 and up designed to teach both heritage skills and how to think
creatively. Handcraft is part of human nature: we build, we create, we innovate. The 20+ projects in this book from an
experienced art educator weave a story of human innovation and creativity, from the very beginnings of building shelters
in the woods to tinkering with recycled materials. Heritage skills teach children how to be independent and capable
makers; fiber and wood projects offer rewarding crafts that also teach planning, preparation, and safe risk taking; and
tinkering activities connect the low-tech process of making and doing with innovation. From soap carving and knot tying
to building toy cars and junk robots, this book brings the fun of making things with your hands to young kids and links
skills of the past with the present. The book also explores how to set up a maker space and teaches foundational
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workshop practices that can easily be applied to the home studio. Each project offers extensions for different ages and
abilities and provides guiding questions to enrich the experience for both the maker (teacher/parent) and the apprentice
(child) to encourage and celebrate creative, practical play.
A gift edition of Fox Chapel Publishing's 2015 publication.
Learn an Ancient Art and Create Beautiful Things with a Pocket Knife! Are you looking for a new skill to master? Do you
want to surprise a loved one with a unique handmade gift? Then whittling, or wood carving, is something for you! Wood
carving used to be an important skill in many cultures around the world until the 1960s, when electronic entertainment
became more popular. But now old hobbies are returning, and whittling is among them. But... how do you learn a skill
that has been out of fashion for decades? By reading a high-quality book, grabbing some wood and a knife, and
practicing! This book by Antony McDeere is exactly what you need to create your first whittling projects. It will introduce
you to the fascinating world of whittling and guide you through several projects. The book will give you a solid foundation
that you can build on to become a master whittler. With this book, you will: Learn how to choose the ideal type of wood
for your whittling projects - any wood can be used for whittling, but its hardness and texture should match your skill and
the type of sculpture you're planning to create. Get to know the wide variety of tools used for whittling - for your first
projects, you'll only need a pocket knife, but as your skills develop, you'll master the use of other tools. Practice the
fundamental techniques of whittling! Complete exciting whittling projects that range from easy to hard - a wooden spoon,
a carved wooden idol, a boomerang (that actually works!) and many more! Get the inspiration that you need to create
your own whittling projects! Ready to impress your friends and loved ones with your new skill? Scroll up, click on "Buy
Now with 1-Click", and Get Your Copy Now!
If you've been wondering where to find inspiration for your next carving project, look no further. This treasure trove of
classic designs from internationally recognized artist Lora S. Irish is for you. Inside you'll find 200 original patterns that
make wonderful subjects for both relief and power carving. This comprehensive collection will provide any woodcarving
artist with a virtually unlimited design resource. From buffalo to bears, from wood spirits to wild horses, from sailboats to
the Statue of Liberty, this wide-ranging collection covers all of today's most popular subjects. Easy-to-reproduce outline
patterns are ready to transfer to your next project. Each pattern can be used individually, in combination with others in the
book, or as inspiration for creating new original art.
The Swiss Army Knife Whittling Book, specially designed for children.
Carve a World of Gnomes is an exciting project guide for both beginner and intermediate carvers that incorporates
international influence! Featuring 7 step-by-step wood carving projects with full-size patterns and detailed painting
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instructions, this booklet takes you around the world to various countries by way of adorable gnomes to carve. From a
Kentish gnome who redirects lost belugas back out to sea to a Peruvian gnome who herds a semi-wild alpaca flock in the
Andes, each carving represents different parts of the world and includes charming character backstories specific to the
land. Also included is an additional bonus project of an adorable miniature gnome home!
Now available in a handsome new hardcover gift edition, this friendly guidebook will encourage readers to whittle away
the hours. Great for beginners looking for an easy way to get started and more advanced carvers looking for a relaxing
way to spend their time, Little Book of Whittling Gift Edition provides 18 projects, including knives, forks, birds, animals,
trees, and flowers. Chapters detail the proper whittling tools and materials, including what woods are best to carve, and
how to start projects by selecting and safely sharpening the best knife for each project.
Easy Carving Projects for KidsLinden Pub
Introduces woodcarving techniques and offers patterns and instructions for various folk art projects.
A guide for crafty kids and their parents mixes a family friendly design with a treasure trove of creative and educational projects
that parents and their kids, aged three to twelve, can create together.
A guide to basic woodcarving introduces the tools and techniques necessary to complete simple projects and includes detailed
instructions and photographs for each step.
In continuation of the bestselling 20-Minute Whittling Projects, author, whittling artist, carving teacher, and Woodcarving Illustrated
contributor Tom Hindes brings you 16 more fast, easy, and fun whittling projects to complete in just one short sitting! With step-bystep instructions, high-quality photography, and a focus on the beginner-friendly flat-plane style of whittling, you’ll carve a variety
of safari, aquatic, woodland, farm, and domestic animals. Progressing from very simple to more challenging, each project is meant
to encourage you along the rewarding and relaxing path of whittling and build your skills. Whether you’re new to whittling or have
been doing it for years and want to try a new method, this book is the go-to resource to keep on carving! ·
The whittler extraordinaire, Chris Lubkemann, is back with 31 fun and rewarding new whittling projects in his latest guidebook, Big
Book of Whittle Fun. These detailed, photo-illustrated projects are quick and easy to make. Chris offers clear instructions for
creating a wide variety of useful and entertaining objects with almost no expense or training, and gives tips and techniques that
make whittling accessible and enjoyable for both novices and experienced carvers. With helpful advice on choosing wood, basic
whittling techniques and safe knife sharpening, you'll be able to make practical projects like recipe holders and whimsical objects
like a rooster. Many playful sports and game-oriented projects are also included such as tic-tac-toe and a bowling set complete
with a lane and pins. You'll find the projects in this book truly make whittling fun.
Teaches boys and girls ages 8 and up basic carpentry skills through easy-to-make projects: bird feeder, sailboat, tie rack, flower
box, and 11 more. Over 100 black-and-white illustrations.
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In Ultimate Soap Carving, Makiko Sone—founder of the Mizutama.Soap YouTube channel—shares her secrets for designing and
hand carving a variety of beautiful soap designs by cutting, shredding, shaping, sculpting, and other oddly satisfying techniques
that fans of ASMR (Autonomous Sensory Meridian Response) will love. Inside, you'll find: Essential Supplies: Discover which
knives and soaps work best for carving. Key Techniques: Learn how to prepare soap for carving, hold a knife correctly, and make
grooves, incisions, triangles, waves, and other basic cuts through eleven designs in eight step-by-step lessons. You’ll also find
easy recipes for making soap and other products using shavings and cuttings. Thirty Step-by-Step Projects: Find instructions and
templates for carving super-cute animals, exquisite flowers, fun fashions, sweet accessories, and more. Packed with guidance and
inspiration, Ultimate Soap Carving will teach you everything you need to carve your own stunning soap designs.
Learn how to carve pumpkins with these fun activities.
"In today's hectic world, many of us are looking for ways to slow down, take time out, and calm our busy minds. The benefits of
doing this are well documented for overworked adults. However, there's an increasing focus on how much children can gain from
regular, quiet, meditative practice. An absorbing pastime like whittling in a peaceful woodland setting offers exactly that. With an
emphasis on safety and adult supervision, this book presents a range of simple and fun projects that children can make and enjoy
hours of play with afterwards--projects such as a kazoo, mini furniture, duck call, whimmy diddle, rhythm sticks and elder
wand."--Publisher's website.
Learn the basics of caricature carving with quick and easy first-time projects that use just blank basswood eggs and a few simple
cuts. Includes clear carving and painting instructions, color photographs, two step-by-step projects, and 32 ready-to-use patterns. "
Fun and easy to learn, soap carving is an enjoyable craft for both adults and kids. This comprehensive guide teaches everything
from basic carving methods to sophisticated techniques for accomplished artists. Twenty-two projects include simple carvings for
beginners as well as complex soap sculptures.
Revel in the spirit of Halloween magic this year by carving amazing pumpkins that will impress your family and friends with this
treasure trove of magnificent pumpkin patterns! Have you ever tried your hand in the past carving pumpkins, only for your efforts to
turn up a complete disaster? Are you tired of the boring old' Jack-o'-lantern and are looking to carve something a little more
attention-grabbing and exciting? If your answer is yes, then this book is all you need to make your next Halloween a memorable
one! In this collection of pumpkin carving stencils, Rebecca Wellner helps you put an exciting new twist on the Halloween tradition
by showing you how to quickly and easily carve pumpkins without tears. All you need to do is choose any design and simply follow
the instructions provided. Take a sneak peek at what you're going to discover inside Pumpkin Carving Stencils Uncover a deadsimple, 7-step carving technique to creating awesome carved pumpkins that will amaze your family and friends 3 proven pumpkin
carving tips that are sure to help you achieve the very best results no matter your level of skill Get inspired to create your best
work with 11 ready-to-use patterns and stencils for creating amazing art with pumpkins Pumpkin carving patterns for all skill levels,
from beginner to advanced! Designed for pumpkin carvers of all skill levels, from beginners to advanced, this handy guide has
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everything you need to take your pumpkin carving skills to the next level make your next Halloween a memorable and delightful
one. Scroll to the top of the page and click "Buy Now with 1-Click" to get started on your next pumpkin masterpiece today!
Carve Your Own Treasured Holiday OrnamentsGet inspired to create a wonderful collection of handmade holiday decorations for
a child or grandchild to treasure. Popular woodcarving teacher and author Betty Padden shows how to carve memorable
ornaments to keep or give to family and friends.Imagine a tree decorated with your own beautifully carved angels, elves, polar
bears, poinsettias, and more. You re sure to have a merry carving experience with these fun projects, color photographs, and
original patterns. Step-by-step projects are divided into three categories beginning, intermediate, and advanced. A special section
on painting covers basic concepts of blending, highlighting and shading, so that even a novice can get great results.The best
ornaments on the holiday tree are always those that are handmade. Giving these hand-carved Christmas ornaments will be almost
as much fun as making them!Get inspired to create your own beautifully carved ornaments, with: 6 complete step-by-step projects,
arranged by skill level 23 original patterns for delightful Christmas ornaments Angels, elves, polar bears, snowmen, poinsettias,
and more Painting tips for highlighting, shading, brushes, and mixing colors Festive ideas to hang on a branch or display on a
shelf"
Whittle a beautiful spoon, comb, pair of dice, and more with this fresh introduction to a folksy craft. Carve modernizes a mindful
hobby that people have turned to for generations to help them slow down, relax, and connect with the outdoors. Choose from a
dozen projects with bespoke details, all are designed to be useful at home or while camping. And because these objects are small,
they require only a few hours and a tool or two to complete. You'll also learn how to choose the right knife and wood, helpful
information on techniques and safety, and tips for refining, personalizing and maintaining your piece. Whether you're headed to the
woods or just to the porch, this pocket-sized guide will have you carving your own unique designs in no time.
A good pocket knife is all you need to start whittling. Whether you’re in front of a campfire or waiting for a bus, whittling is the
creative way to unwind and have fun! In this pocket-sized book, world-famous whittler Chris Lubkemann shows you how to whittle
43 useful and whimsical objects with nothing more than an Original Swiss Army® Knife, a twig, and a few minutes of time. Learn to
choose your wood, sharpen your blade, and control your pocket knife with dozens of easy, step-by-step whittling projects – from
bow and arrows and spoons to magical little trees, animals, and so much more. Published in collaboration with Victorinox® AG,
makers of the Original Swiss Army Knife.
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